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* newDemocracy is an independent, non-par>san research and development organisa>on. We aim to
discover, develop, demonstrate, and promote complementary alterna>ves which will restore trust in
public decision making. These R&D notes are discoveries and reﬂec>ons that we are documen>ng in
order to share what we learn and s>mulate further research and development.
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Choosing Expert Speakers
What is the ques+on?
The note “Hearing from Experts” makes the point that mini-publics need the help of experts
in order to become adequately informed. To be successful in their purpose, these experts
must not only be knowledgeable, but also representaHve of diﬀerent viewpoints, respected
by the mini-public members, and able to communicate eﬀecHvely about their experHse with
non-experts (this includes having good listening skills)1.
But who should select the experts, and how should they do it?
What are the usual answers? What are the problems with the usual answers?
Usually, decision makers select expert speakers – either from within their own networks, or
from known insHtuHons.
There are three problems with this approach. First, decision makers may not be the best
people to select experts who would be best for a parHcular mini-public, without input from
mini-public members themselves. Second, the personal networks of decision makers may
not adequately cover the full spectrum of views on an issue. Third, even if decision makers
make their best aRempt to choose a balanced group of experts, the media and the public are
likely to suspect that the selecHon was rigged in favour of their preferred policy opHons.
What alterna+ve answer (or answers) might solve the problems?
In Australia, it used to be common pracHce when convening a mini-public to form a steering
commiRee of topic experts who then selected relevant expert witnesses (e.g. the Consensus
Conference on geneHcally-modiﬁed organisms in the food chain in 1999, or the CiHzens’ Jury
(CJ) on container deposit legislaHon (CDL) in 2000). One problem with this method is that
occasionally there would be gaps in the experHse oﬀered. For example, the Consensus
Conference parHcipants requested an ethicist and this category had not been idenHﬁed by
the steering commiRee. For the CJ on CDL, when the beverage and packaging industry
speakers withdrew at the eleventh hour, a library of comprehensive informaHon had to be
assembled and the pro-CDL experts were told to stay away so that balanced informaHon
could be provided via that library of informaHon1. CiHzens can spot gaps in informaHon and
will ask for addiHonal experts or wriRen informaHon to ﬁll that gap.
newDemocracy has taken on board the recommendaHon of a research report it funded, by
the InsHtute for Sustainable Futures, that stakeholders have an important role to play in
idenHfying experts. Stakeholders are now rouHnely engaged early in the life of any minipublic overseen by newDemocracy.
Further, newDemocracy acknowledges that ciHzens themselves have varying degrees of
knowledge and are able to contribute their own knowledge to deliberaHons, but any
evidence that is brought into the room by jurors or experts must be scrupulously
interrogated. Hence, we have developed exercises which explore cogniHve biases and
enhance ciHzens’ capacity to interrogate their peers as well as expert speakers. (See, CriHcal
Thinking)
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How should experts be iden3ﬁed?
This varies, but let’s turn to the South Australian Nuclear Jury by way of example. Experts
were idenHﬁed by a steering commiRee with considerable input from government
employees and an oversight commiRee. This gives a jury access to experts idenHﬁed by
others. In South Australia, there was a lengthy process of idenHfying experts that jurors
would wish to hear from. There was also a lengthy, somewhat-chaoHc session prioriHsing
those experts. It is no mean feat to have more than 300 people decide who they should hear
from. Weaknesses that can emerge are explored below.
What are the pros and cons of the alterna+ve answers, compared to the usual answers?
Compared with selecHon by decision makers, these alternaHve approaches can produce a
beRer balance of views, and avoid public and media suspicion of an unfair selecHon. They
also give the mini-public members a voice in selecHng the experts they will use. However,
there are some possible piealls to be mindful of.
If given a free rein, ciHzens may idenHfy ‘celebrity’ experts who have had considerable media
exposure. These experts are rarely available, but they can be contacted and asked if they are
available electronically, or if they can nominate another speaker who shares their posiHon.
There is also a weakness that can emerge from conﬁrmaHon bias—our tendency to want
experts to conﬁrm rather than challenge our exisHng views. newDemocracy is working to
prevent this problem by raising awareness of conﬁrmaHon bias as part of the criHcal thinking
training given to mini-publics (See, CriHcal Thinking).
What important ques+ons remain unresolved?
We note that some of the “sensiHviHes around evidence, evidence-giving, and evidence giver
in ciHzens’ juries” that are outlined above, have also been canvassed in a recent study by
Roberts & Lightbody (2017, p.6).
Timing is an issue that is worthy of note. There will always be the potenHal pieall of
idenHfying experts too early in a mini-public, when parHcipants don’t know what they don’t
know. This can be overcome by working ﬁrst with baseline informaHon and the provision of
informaHon by stakeholders. However, parHcipants may also idenHfy an expert too late to
ensure their aRendance.
Timing aside, let’s return to the issue of celebrity experts and people not knowing what they
don’t know. How is it possible to: (1) be very thorough in determining the categories of
speakers ﬁrst; and (2) achieve awareness about the necessity for the whole argument to be
reﬂected in the choice of speakers; and (3) ensuring that for every chosen speaker there is a
contrary viewpoint? newDemocracy considers these as quesHons that must and will be
answered in future mini-publics in order to ensure maximum coverage of complex issues.

Where can I ﬁnd more informa+on?
For an overview of newDemocracy’s approach to using experts with mini-publics, see R&D
Note: Hearing from Experts.
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